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Abstract 
Given a hypergrdph with values on the hyperedges, the problem of finding a subhypergraph 
of maximum value subject to cardinality and precedence constraints on the nodes has appli- 
cations ranging from partitioning fields in a database, to loading tools on a machine in a 
flexible manufacturing environment, to investment selection. For any instance of such a prob- 
lem, consider the corresponding undirected graph G’ = (V, E’) with E’ containing all pairs of 
nodes that either have a direct precedence relationship or are common to at least one hyper- 
edge. Let n = 1 VI, and let s be the number of connected components of G’. We present an 
exact, 0(n2 logn) dynamic programming based algorithm for the case where G’ is a forest 
(IE’l = n - s). By extending the result, we derive an exact, polynomial-time algorithm for cases 
where IL?‘1 <n - s + c( logn, for any constant c(. These algorithms significantly improved the 
complexity and enlarged the application scope of the best existing algorithms. Finally, we show 
that the case where lE’l = O(n - s + d) is NP-hard, even when G’ is connected and bipartite 
and the hyperedges all have unit value. 
Keywords: Polynomial algorithms; Complexity analysis; Dynamic programming; Hypergraph 
optimization. 
1. Introduction 
Consider a hypergraph, G=( V, E, A) with undirected hyperedges E C: 2y and directed 
arcs .4 c V x V, a value function c : E 4 3, and an integer b. We seek to find a set 
of b nodes, UC V, that maximizes the value of the hyperedges in the subhypergraph 
induced by U, so that there are no directed arcs incident from V \ U to U. Formally, 
the cardinality and precedence constrained maximum value sub-hypergraph problem is 
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represented by the following mathematical program: 
(CMVH) maxCc(e)nx” 
t+E &e 
subject to : c x, = b, 
VEV 
xu, - &I2 3 0, (~l,Q)Ek 
XIJ E (0, I>, 0 E K 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
where 
In the objective function, the term nvEP x, equals 1 if and only if all nodes incident 
to hyperedge e are included in U. Constraint (2) enforces the cardinality of the nodes 
in U. If a node v2 is included in U, constraint (3) forces all predecessor nodes of v2 
to be included in U. 
The CMVH problem defined in this paper does not associate values to individual 
nodes or to the directed arcs. This is not a limitation because of the following reduc- 
tions. Any value on a single node can be modeled with a hyperedge consisting of just 
that node. A value on a directed arc from u1 to v2 can be replaced by a hyperedge 
consisting of only 212, since VI E U if v2 E U, for any feasible U. 
Define a weight fimction w : V + Z+, on the nodes. If we replace constraint (2) 
with 
c w(v)x, = b 
VEV 
we obtain the weighted version of the problem, WMVH. It is a generalization of the 
0- 1 knapsack problem [7], the setup-knapsack problem [2] and the precedence-constra- 
ined knapsack problem [l]. 
The problem CMVH with A = 0 and lel = 1 Ve E E is a zero-one knapsack problem 
with unit weight items and can be solved in 0( 1 V 1 log 6) time with a greedy algorithm 
[7]. The case with c E I, A = 8, and lel = 2 Ye E E is a generalization of the maximum 
clique problem. Instead of finding a clique induced by b nodes, the problem is to find 
a subgraph on b nodes which is “closest” to being a clique: the one with maximum 
edges. The case where Je( = 1 Ve E E, has been referred to as the cardinality constrained 
maximum weight ideal problem [3]. 
The problem CMVH has some interesting properties. We define G’ = (V, Ef) as the 
dependency graph of G with 
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G’ is formed by replacing all directed arcs in G with undirected edges, replacing 
all hyperedges in G with cliques, and removing all duplicate edges. Let n = j VI and 
let s be the number of connected components of G’. In Section 4, we show that 
if IE’I <n - s + cclogn, for any constant r > 0, then the problem can be solved in 
polynomial time. However, if we allow lEl = O(n -s + n’) for any constant F > 0 the 
problem becomes NP-hard, even if c = 1, G’ is connected and bipartite, and either 
lel=l VeEE orA=0. 
Exploiting the max-flow/min-cut theorem, Rhys [9] shows that if the cardinality 
constraint (2) is relaxed, A = 0, and c(e) > 0 Ye E E, lel>2, then the problem can be 
solved in strongly polynomial time using a network flow algorithm [ 111. Faigle and 
Kern [3] show another network flow formulation for the case where Jel = 1 Ye E E. 
In Section 2, we show that for general A and E the problem is strongly polynomial 
for c(e) > 0 tie E E, lel>2, but is NP-hard for general c and even if we restrict ( 
to take only negative values for multi-node hyperedges. In this paper, we answer a 
conjecture of Faigle and Kern concerning the existence of larger classes of CMVH 
that are polynomially solvable. We improve the complexity and extend the range of 
one of the Faigle and Kern algorithms. We show that this extended range defines an 
almost maximal class of polynomially solvable problems in the sense that a slightly 
more general class is NP-hard. 
The CMVH problem has many interesting applications. For a database partitioning 
application, consider a set of fields in, and a set of queries on a database. Users make 
each query with a known frequency, and each query references a particular set of 
fields. Suppose that most of the database is stored in a secondary memory, but there is 
a faster, limited capacity main memory that can store some of the fields. We want to 
select fields for inclusion into the main memory to maximize the total frequency that 
queries access only the main memory. To model this problem, let V be the fields in 
the database, and let E be the queries, with v E e E E if query e refers to field ~j. Let 
c(e) be the frequency of query e and let b be the number of fields that can fit into the 
main memory. An optimal set U of CMVH will contain the set of fields that should 
be stored in the main memory [8]. 
For an investment selection application, consider a company with a choice of in- 
vestments. Some investments only make sense if other investments are also made. For 
example, one cannot put an automated material handling system into a factory unless 
the investment of building the factory has been selected. In this example V would 
represent the investments, and there would be an arc (VI, ~2) E A if investment VI must 
be chosen before investment v2 is made. For each investment u, there is a hyperedge 
e=(v), with c(e) equal to the net return on that investment. Interactions among invest- 
ments can be modeled using hyperedges containing more than one node. For example, 
if a retail company is considering opening two stores close to one another, there would 
be an edge containing the two stores, with a negative value representing the customers 
that one store will take from the other. The value of b represents the total number 
of investments that can be made. An optimal set U will contain a feasible set of 
investments that maximizes the net return. 
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For a flexible manufacturing systems application, consider a machine that performs 
multiple operations. Each operation requires a set of tools to be present on the tool 
magazine of the machine [5, IO]. We wish to select the tools to maximize the time 
that the machine can operate using only the tools in the magazine. In this example, the 
nodes represent the tools, the hyperedges represent the operations, and b is the number 
of tools that the machine can hold. Each hyperedge will contain the nodes representing 
the tools that the operation requires, and have a value representing the amount of time 
that the operation will require. An optimal set U will contain a set of tools to load on 
the machine to maximize the continuous processing time required before tools must be 
loaded and unloaded. 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss the CMVH problem with 
the cardinality constraint (2) relaxed. In Section 3, we present two polynomial-time 
algorithms for special cases of CMVH. In Section 4 we show a very restricted case 
of CMVH that is NP-hard. The dependency graph for this special case is only slightly 
denser than the dependency graph of the cases that are solvable by the algorithms in 
Section 3. 
2. The relaxed CMVH problem 
We refer to the CMVH problem with the node cardinality constraint (2) relaxed as 
the relaxed CMVH problem. As mentioned in the introduction, Faigle and Kern [3] 
have shown that the relaxed CMVH problem is strongly polynomial for (e] = 1 Ve E E. 
In this section, we extend the result to allow for multiple-node hyperedges, as long 
as they have nonnegative value. We also show that the relaxed CMVH problem is 
NP-hard if negative hyperedge values are allowed, even if there are no precedence 
constraints. 
Theorem 1. The relaxed CMVH problem can be solved in strongly polynomial time 
ifc(e) 3 0 Ve’eEE, le(>2. 
Proof. Assume c(e) > 0 Ve E E, jela2, since 0 valued hyperedges will not contribute 
to the objective value and can thus be discarded through a simple preprocessing step. 
For any instance of the relaxed problem G = (V, E,A), create a new instance with 
G” = (I’ U Y”, E”,A U _4”) defined by 
{a;} E E” ++ ei E E, leil ~2 
C({V~}) = C(Q) ++ ei EE, leij 22 
(V,Vy)EA” H VEei 
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Let U” be a feasible solution to the modified problem. Node t$’ can be included in 
U” if and only if all nodes originally incident to edge ei are included in U”. Since 
c(ui’) is positive, z$’ will always be included in an optimal U”, if it can be. Thus, the 
instance defined by G” has the same optimal value as the original problem. But the 
instance defined by G” has (e( = 1 ‘de E E” and can be solved using the network flow 
model provided in [3]. 0 
Theorem 2. The relaxed CMVH problem even with c(e) < 0 ve E E, /e( >,2 is 
NP-hard. 
Proof. The transformation is from max-clique. For any graph G” = (V, E”), define an 
instance to the relaxed CMVH with G = (V, E, 8), with 
E = {{u>la E v> ” 11 ui,uz}(ui E V,u:!E v,{~1,~2} U”} 
and 
c(e) = 
{ 
lel = 1, 
“IV,, lel = 2. 
Note that all solutions that contain just a single node have value 1. No optimal solution 
to the above instance can contain any two nodes that are not adjacent to each other in 
G”. Any such solution will contain an edge with value --I V/ and will have total value 
of at most 0. The optimal solution of the above instance will thus be the largest set 
of nodes such that all nodes are adjacent in G”. That is exactly the maximum clique 
in G”. 0 
From Theorem 2, we conclude that the relaxed CMVH problem with general c values 
is NP-hard. 
3. Algorithms for the CMVH problem 
Let z* be the optimal objective value for an instance of CMVH. Johnson and Niemi 
[6] present an O(nz*) algorithm and Faigle and Kern [3] present an O(n3) algorithm 
for the case where ]e] = 1 Ye E E and (V,A) is a rooted tree. The Johnson-Niemi 
algorithm works even for the weighted problem, WMVH. In this section, we improve 
the complexity and extend the scope of the algorithm of Faigle and Kern. 
Define CMVH (G, c, b) as the instance of CMVH with hypergraph G = ( V, &A), 
capacity b and value function c. Let z*(G, c, b), q(G, c, b), and U*(G, c, 6) be the 
optimal objective value, the feasible set, and an optimal solution, respectively, for 
CMVH (G, c, b). For any V+, V- C_ V, define CMVH (G,c, b, V+, V-) as the instance 
of CMVH (G, c, b) with the added constraints: 
1. All nodes in Vf must be included in U (V+ c U); and 
2. No node in V- can be in U (V- n U = 0). 
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For notational convenience, for any PC V, we define 
CMVH(G,c,b, V+, V-, P) = CMVH(G,c,b, V+ n B, V- U (V \ v)). 
Define z*(G,c, b, V+, V-), %(G,c, b, V+, V-) and U*(G,c, b, V+, V-), and z*(G,c, b, 
V+, V-, P), %(G,c,b, V+, V-, p) and U*(G,c,b, V+, V-, g) analogous to z*(G,c,b), 
@(G,c, b) and U*(G,c, b). Define z*(G,c, b, Vf, V-) = --oo if %(G,c, b, V+, V-) = 0, 
that is if CMVH(G, c, b, V+, V- ) is infeasible. We say that CMVH(G, c, 6, V+, V- ) is 
a priori infeasible if 1 V \ V-1 < b, if V+ fl V- # 0, or if there is a directed path 
in (V,A) from a node in V- to a node in V+. For UC V, if UEQ(G,C, /Ul) let 
z(G,c, U) be the value of the subhypergraph of G induced by U. Let z(G,c, U) = --oo 
if U $! %(G,c, lU(). 
We now present some simple observations that will be used to derive the algorithms. 
Lemma 1. For an instance of CMVH with hypergraph G = (V, E, A) and dependency 
graph G’ = (V, El), ly U, & V, U2 C V, VI II U2 = 0 and there are no paths in G’ from 
any node in U, to any node in U2, then 
z(G,c,U1)+z(G,c,U2)=z(G,c,Ul U U2). 
Proof. There are no directed paths in G from any node in U, to any node in U2 (or 
vice-versa). Therefore, U, U U2 satisfies the precedence constraints if and only if VI 
and U2 satisfy them individually. If either VI or U2 does not satisfy the precedence 
constraints, the lemma trivially holds (z* taking -oo value). Now suppose both Ul 
and U2 satisfy the precedence constraints. We claim that if a hyperedge e is in the 
subhypergraph induced by U, U U2, then it is either in the subhypergraph induced by 
VI, or the one induced by U2, but not both. If it were in both, then e C Ul II U2, which 
is empty. If it were not in either, then e fl Ul # 0 and e n U2 # 0, which implies that 
there is an edge in G’ that is incident to a node in U, and a node in U2. q 
Lemma 2. Let G = (V, E,A) be an instance of CMVH where the dependency graph 
G’ = ( V, E’) has connected components GI = ( VI, El ), . . . , G, = (V,, Es). Then, for k < s, 
we have 
Z* G,c,b, V+, V-,; & 
i=l 
k-l 
= max 
b’=l,...,l Vkl 
G,c,b-b’,V+,V-,U 6 +z* (G,c,b’,V+,V-,V,) . 
i=l I 
Proof. Let U’ be an optimal solution of CMVH(G,c, b, V+, V-, Uf=, vi). Suppose the 
lemma did not hold. Then there would be a U E %(G, c, b, V+, V-, lJF=, vi) with 
z (GcJJni$o +zG C,un vk) >Z G,c,U* n u K +Z(G,C,U* n vk). ( 11: ) 
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But by Lemma 1, this would imply z(G, c, U) > z(G, c, U* ) contradicting the optimality 
of u*. 0 
Lemma 3. Suppose the dependency graph of CMVH(G,c, b) has connected compo- 
nents G1 = (Vl,El) ,..., G, = (V,,&). Ifz*(G,c,b’, V+,V-,V,) and U*(G,c,b’,V+, 
V-, Vk) are known for k = l,.. ., s andfor 6’ = l,..., IVk/, then z* (G,c,b’, V+, V-), 
and U* (G,c,b’, V+, V-) can be computedfor all b’= l,...,/VI in O(jV1’) time. 
Proof. Iteratively compute z* (G, 6, c, V +, I/--, Uf= I Vi ) for k = 1, . . , s using the dynamic 
programming formula presented in Lemma 2. Given z*(G, b, c, V+, V-, Uf:,’ V,) for 
b=l,..., \VIandz*(G,b,c,V+,V-,Vk)forb=l,..., IVkl,thetimetocompute 
z*(G,b,c, V+, V-,uk V iZ, ,) for every b=l,...,lV) is o(lVj(Vkl). Since V=L$,V~, the 
time to compute z*(G,b,c,V’,VI-,Vk) is C~=,O(]VIIVkl) which is O(lV\‘). n 
Lemma 4. If CMVH(G, c, b, V+, V-) is not a priori infeasible then 
z*(G,c, b, V+, V-) =z*(e,c,i) + c c(e), 
ec_ li- 
U*(G,c,b, V+, V-) = U*(i;,c,6) u ?, 
where 
(2 = (8,&A), P= V\(P’U f), i?i=C?i\ P+, 
~={e^~(e,EEandeinV-=Oande^i#O}, 
A = {(i,j) EA({i,j} c v \ (9’ u P- ,}, 
V+ = V+ U {u[ there is a directed path from v to a node in V+}, 
c- = V- U {vjthere is a directed path from a node in V- to u}, 
6=b- I?+\. 
Proof. We first show that U E %( G, c, 6, Vf, V- ) if and only if 30 C V so that 0 U 
P’ := U and 0 ~%(G,c,b”). For the “only-if’ part, suppose UE”%G(G,C, b, Vt, V-). 
U f) P- = 0, otherwise there would be a directed path from a node in V- to a 
node in U. P’ C_ U, otherwise there would be a path from a node not in U to V+. 
Let i? = U \ V+ Since V C: V, there are no directed paths from V \ i!? to ii. Since 
(rjl=b- \?+I, ii&2(G,c,b,V+,V-). 
For the “if” part, let 0 E %!(G;, c, 6) and let U = 0 U Qt. Clearly, (U( = b. If fi U 8’. 
did not satisfy the precedence constraints of G, then there would be a 2: E V \ U and 
a IA E U so that there is a directed path from v to u in G. Suppose v and u are such a 
pair. Since there are no directed paths from V \ U to U n ?, either u E ?’ or v E V-. 
If v E VP, then there would be a directed path from V- to U, and therefore a directed 
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path from Y- to U and U n P- # 0. If u E P+, then there would be a path from v 
to V+ and therefore v E ?+. 
It remains to be shown that for all l?c $, z(G,~,~U~~)=z(~,c,fi)+~,~~+c(e). _ 
To see this, note that gi C U n P if and only if ei c U. q 
The above lemmas can be used to break up an instance of CMVH with a forest 
dependency graph into smaller instances, and combine the solutions into a solution to 
the original problem. The following two lemmas show that we can split the original 
problem into instances that are at most half the size of the original. 
Lemma 5. For any tree, there is at least one node whose removal separates the graph 
into components, all of which are at most half the size of the original tree. Such a 
node can be found in linear time. 
Proof. Perform a depth first search starting at any node, say v. For each node, record 
the total number of descendants, and the child with the most descendants. Let k be 
the number of children of u, let vi, i = 1,. . . , k, be the nodes in the ith branch off 
the root, and let VI be the largest of the branches. Let vi be the child of v in VI. If 
IVi[ <i[V(, then the lemma holds. Ifnot, then Cf=, (yi( < +IVI, since Cf=, Ifil=lVl- 
1. “Rotate” the tree by making vi the root of the new tree. This can be done in constant 
time. One branch of the new tree will contain the nodes {v} U V2 U . . . U vk and 
have size 
k 
1 + C/K/ = IV1 - IV11 ‘=z $q. 
i=2 
The other branches will consist only of nodes in VI \ {VI}. Thus, the largest branch in 
the new tree is at least one smaller than the largest branch in the old tree. Repeat this 
rotation until the largest branch is at most ;I VI. Since each rotation reduces the size 
of the largest branch by at least one, there will be at most i 1 V( rotations. Cl 
Lemma 6. Suppose that the dependence graph of CMVH(G, c, b) is a forest. There is 
a node v E V such that the transformation of CMVH(G, c, b, {v}, 0) and CMVH(G, c, 
b, 0, {v}) given in Lemma 4, both have dependency graphs that are forests whose 
largest component contains i nodes. This node can be found in O(n) time. 
Proof. If G’=( V, E’) is the dependency graph of CMVH(G, c, b), the dependency graph 
of the transformed problems is the subgraph of G’ induced by V \ {v}. The largest 
component of a subgraph is no larger than the largest component of the graph. So add 
edges to G’ to make it a tree, say T, and perform the search procedure in Lemma 5. 
The node found will split T, and therefore G’, into a forest with largest component of 
size iIV\. 0 
The following lemma is used to calculate the complexity of the algorithm. 
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Lemma 7. If n>,2, ka2, Cfz, Zidn, l<Zl,... , lk < in and for some constants 
a,b > 0 
T(n)= a+b 
{ 
(a + b)n2 log, n, n > 2 
2 n= 1, 
then for n 2 1 
r(n) 3 an + bn2 + 2 k T(1,). 
i=l 
Proof. Under the assumed functional form of T(n), cf=, T(li) <2T(in). 
4T (in) = 4(a + b) (fn)’ log, in 
= (a + b)n2 log, n - (a + b)n2 
= T(n) - (a + b)n2 
k 
T(n) - an - bn2 - c T( Zi) 3 T(n) - an - bn2 - 4T (in) 
r=l 
= -an - bn2 + (a + b)n2 
=un(n-l)>O for n 2 1 
which leads to the conclusion of the lemma. q 
From the above lemmas, we can derive the following. 
Algorithm 1. 
Step 1: Select a node v according to Lemma 6. 
Step 2: Solve both CMVH(G, c, b, {v}, 0) and CMVH(G,c, b, 8, {v}) as follows. Ap- 
ply the transformation of Lemma 4. Let the transformed problem be CMVH(G, c, i), 
and let the components of the dependency graph have nodes PI,. . . , 9,. Solve 
CMVH(G, c, b’, 0,0, vi) for i = 1,. . , s. Then, using the dynamic programming algo- 
rithm described in Lemma 3 compute the solutions to CMVH(G, c, b, {v}, 0, V) and 
CMVH(G, c, b, 0, {u}, V). 
Step 3: Return the best of the two solutions as the optimal solution to CMVH(G, c, b). 
Theorem 3. Algorithm 1 solves the problem CMVH(G, c, b) for all b in 0(n2 logn) 
time if the dependency graph is a forest. 
Proof. To compute the complexity of Algorithm 1, let T(n) be the time required 
to compute the solution for a CMVH with n nodes and a forest dependency graph. It 
requires O(n) time to determine the node v that “splits” the problem into smaller 
problems. It requires 2 Es=, T( (cl) time to solve the subproblems. It then requires 
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0(n2) time to combine the subproblem solutions into a solution for CMVH(G,c,b, 
{u},0) and CMVH(G,c,b,0,{u}). Th ere ore, the time complexity for Algorithm 1 sat- f 
isfies r(n) = un + bn2 + 2 xi=, T(lcj), which, by Lemma 7 is satisfied by T(n) = 
O(n2 log n). 0 
As in the introduction, let s be the number of connected components of the depen- 
dency graph, G’ = ( V,E’), of CMVH( G, c, b). This algorithm can be further extended 
to run for all cases where IE’I d n - s + CI log, n. 
Theorem 4. The problem CMVH limited to cases where the dependency graph G’ 
has at most n - s + c( log, n edges can be solved in 0(n2+@ log n) time. 
Proof. Find a spanning forest in G’. Let E” be the edges not in the spanning forest, 
and let G” = (V, E’ \ El’). For each e E E” define a “first” and “second” endpoint and 
denote them by VI, ~4, respectively. Let Vr be the collection of all “first” endpoints 
({v’fleEE”}). All b su graphs of G” are forests. The subgraph of G’ induced by V \ VI 
contains no edges in El’, and is therefore a subgraph of Gl’. 
Thus, for each V+ L VI, CMVH( G, c, 6, V+, VI \ V+ ) can be transformed by Lemma 
4 into an instance of CMVH with a dependency graph which is a forest. But 
z(G, c, b) = vy:s z(G, c, b, V+, VI \ V+) 
- I 
There are 21r’l subsets of 1 VI 1 and 1 VI I< CI log, n; we can solve the problem by solving 
na problems, each of which requires 0(n2 logn) time. 0 
4. Complexity of the CMVH problem 
The previous section shows that the CMVH problem can be solved in polynomial 
time if IE’( <n -s + CI log, n, for a constant ~1. If the dependency graph is connected, 
this corresponds to an average degree of 2( 1 + c( log, n/n). We now show a significant 
increase in complexity of the CMVH problem slightly beyond this point. If the de- 
pendency graph is connected with an average degree at most 2( 1 + l/n’-“) for some 
E > 0, then the problem is NP-hard, even with unit value edges. 
Theorem 5. The CMVH problem limited to cases where G’ is connected, bipartite 
and has n nodes and n+nE edges, c 3 1, and either A=@ or jej = 1 Ve E E is NP-hard. 
Proof. For any undirected graph G=( P,&, it is shown in [3, 41, that there is a clique 
of size k in 6, if and only if the instances of CMVH, with Gi = (VI U V,, El, 0) and 
GZ = (Yi U V2, Ez,A), so that 
uj E vi ++ vj E P, VJEV2CfejEI?, {vi, vJ} E El t-f vi E ej 
(vi, v:.) E A ++ pi E ej, {v~}E& ++ejEk’, c(e’) = 1 Ve’, 
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and b=k+ (i), h ave optimal values 2 (i) and (t) , respectively. Assume, without loss 
of generality, that G is connected and has at least 2 nodes. The dependency graph, 
G’ = (V,E’), for both instances are identical. It is connected, bipartite and has 1 PI + Ii] 
nodes, and 2181 edges. 
lE’( = 2iBI, IV1 = Iii+ 1% (E’162lVI -2(t1 
Thus, we show that CMVH is NP-hard for a bipartite, connected dependency graph, 
G’, with IE’I < 21 V/. Now, add to G a path of length 
x= ;((I21 - IPI)‘;” - Ii1 - IPI). 
and add an edge from a node in the path to a node in the original 6. This will 
not change the maximum clique size. Now, the problem has been transformed to the 
problem of finding a maximum clique on a connected graph with I_!? + x edges and 
/PI -t x nodes. After transforming the modified clique instance to CMVH we obtain 
IE’I = 2 (IBI + x) ) 
/VI = IB( +x-t IPI +x= (1.q - (Pl)“&, 
IE’l - I VI = /J?j - 181 = (V/“. 
Thus, we can solve the maximum clique problem on any connected graph by solving 
a CMVH that satisfies the conditions of the theorem. 0 
5. Conclusion 
In this paper, we described the maximum value subhypergraph problem, demonstrated 
its relation to other problems and some applications. We developed algorithms for and 
examined the complexity of this problem for the unconstrained case and for cases with 
cardinality and precedence constraints. We showed a substantial increase in complexity 
(from polynomial to exponential, assuming P # NP) of the CMVH problem with a 
slight increase in the density of the dependency graph. These results presented in this 
paper have significantly improved the complexity and enlarged the application scope 
of the best existing algorithms. 
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